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Abstract: Fuel cells are considered to be one of the most promising sources of distributed energy
because of their high efficiency, low environmental impact and scalability. Unfortunately, multiple
complications exist in fuel cell operation. Fuel cells cannot accept current in the reverse direction,
do not perform well with ripple current, have a low output voltage that varies with age and current,
respond sluggishly to step changes in load and are limited in overload capabilities. For these
reasons, power converters are often necessary to boost and regulate the voltage as a means to
provide a stiff applicable DC power source. Furthermore, the addition of an inverter allows for
the conversion of DC power to AC for an utility interface or for the application of an AC
motor. To help motivate the use of power conditioning for the fuel cell, a brief introduction of
the different types, applications and typical electrical characteristics of fuel cells is presented.
This is followed by an examination of the various topologies of DC–DC boost converters and
inverters used for power conditioning of fuel cells. Several architectures to aggregate multiple
fuel cells for high-voltage/high-power applications are also reviewed.
1 Introduction

Fuel cells are environmentally sound renewable energy
sources that are capable of operating at efficiencies greater
than traditional energy production methods. Moreover, the
scalability of fuel cells has allowed for applications in
almost every field, including distributed generation.
However, some inherent obstacles exist in the application
of fuel cells. Low output voltage that varies with age and
current, reduced efficiency with output ripple current,
slow response to a load step response, no overload capa-
bility and no acceptance of reverse current provide many
technical challenges that must be overcome by power-
conditioning systems.
In this paper, a discussion of the construction, types,

application and electrical characteristics of fuel cells is pre-
sented. This is followed by an examination of several differ-
ent approaches to power-conditioning systems for single
and multiple fuel cell combinations.

1.1 Fuel cell construction

In 1839, William Grove discovered that by combining
oxygen and hydrogen in a particular configuration, electri-
city could be generated. Although this discovery was
made more than 160 years ago, the basic operating principle
discovered still applies. A basic schematic diagram of a fuel
cell is shown in Fig. 1. Hydrogen is applied to the anode
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where a catalyst separates the hydrogen into electrons and
positive hydrogen ions. A membrane separating the anode
and cathode allows the positive hydrogen ions to permeate
through while rejecting the electrons. This forces the elec-
trons to take the provided electrical path, or circuit, to the
cathode. Once the electrons reach the cathode, they recom-
bine with the oxygen and hydrogen ions to form water. The
following basic reactions demonstrate the process:

Anode side: 2H2 ! 4Hþ
þ 4e�

Cathode side: O2 þ 4Hþ
þ 4e� ! 2H2O

Net reaction: 2H2 þ O2 ! 2H2O

When pure hydrogen is used as the fuel, only electricity
and water are generated from the fuel cell. This attributes
the fuel cell as an environmentally friendly source of
energy. To obtain pure hydrogen, a fuel processor or refor-
mer is often implemented. A reformer uses fuels such as
natural gas, coal and biomass to generate hydrogen.
The construction of an actual fuel cell for power gener-

ation is composed of several components as seen in
Fig. 2. The fundamental components are rectangular or
cylindrical tubes that contain the anode, cathode and mem-
brane and perform the generation and recombination of
electrons. To create a fuel cell stack, these tubes are
bundled together in series and parallel combinations to
produce units between a few kilowatts to a hundred kilo-
watts. For utility applications where large-scale power is
required, the fuel cell stacks can be amassed into tiers.
These tiers can be assembled into sub-megawatt to mega-
watt generator assemblies.

1.2 Types of fuel cells and their applications
[1–6]

Since William Grove’s discovery, an assortment of fuel
cells has been developed. The general classifications of
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fuel cells are based on the type of electrolyte used. The
following is a list of the fuel cell types:

† alkaline fuel cells (AFCs),
† phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs),
† proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs),
† molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs) and
† solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs).

Fuel cells can further be classified based on operating
temperature. High-temperature fuel cells, which include
MCFCs and SOFCs, operate at temperatures above 500
8C and react more readily and efficiently then their counter-
parts and do not necessitate the use of a reformer. In
addition, high-temperature fuel cells can function without
the employment of a costly noble metal catalyst such as
platinum, reducing the overall cost. Higher-temperature
operation furthermore accommodates the use of different
fuels and cogeneration as shown in Table 1. Nevertheless,
high-temperature material and high-temperature operational
problems are severe and serve as deterrents for small-scale
operations where quick start-up is required. Thus, present
high-temperature fuel cell applications have focused on
small to large stationary power plants, where the efficiencies
of internal reforming and co-generative capabilities out-
weigh the disadvantages of material breakdown and slow
start-up.
In terms of application, the Department of Energy (DOE)

and Fuel Cell Energy, Inc. have researched MCFCs heavily

Fig. 1 Basic schematic of fuel cell operation

Fig. 2 Fuel cell assembly
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for stationary plant applications. Present efforts have
yielded several sub-megawatt power plants in Europe that
have provided 17 million kW h of power. SOFCs have like-
wise achieved success in stationary power applications.
Siemens Westinghouse has developed and tested a
250-kW hybrid system that has achieved 52% efficiency.
Yet, the anticipation for future SOFCs is for units with
several MW output and efficiencies exceeding 75% due to
co-generation.
Low-temperature fuel cells typically operate below

2508C and include AFC, PAFC and PEMFC types. As
these low temperatures do not permit internal reforming,
an external source of almost pure hydrogen is essential.
Present low-temperature fuel cell applications have
focused on vehicle applications on account of the higher
power density, quick start-up and fewer high-temperature
material issues. In particular, AFCs have been used in
space vehicles, such as Apollo and Space Shuttle, whereas
PEMFCs have been investigated for application in commer-
cial vehicles. PEMFC and PAFC systems have also been
investigated for employment in combined heating and
power generation. In the early 1990s, 12 PAFC power
plants were installed in Germany and have been under oper-
ation for over 40000 h.

1.3 Typical electrical characteristics of fuel
cells [1–4]

The operation of a fuel cell is similar to that of a battery in
that a fuel cell employs two electrodes (anode and cathode)
and produces DC voltage. One key advantage that fuel cells
have over battery technology is the seemingly unlimited
amount of power that can be produced as long as fuel is sup-
plied. Unfortunately, as the amount of current is increased,
the voltage drop is increased. For this reason, fuel cells are
often modelled as ideal DC voltage sources with a series
resistor. The major factors that contribute to this voltage
drop are: activation loss, ohmic loss and concentration
loss (Fig. 3).
At low current densities, the dominant loss is a result of

activation loss. Activation loss is the sluggish response of
the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen as a
result of electrode kinetics. This creates a highly nonlinear
voltage drop as seen in Fig. 3.
Ohmic losses originate from the flow of electrons through

the electrolyte and electrodes. Ideally the electrolyte should
only permit the transport of ions through the cell, but a small
amount of the fuel is able to diffuse through the membrane.
Unlike activation losses, which are nonlinear, ohmic losses
are essentially linear and are directly proportional to the
current density.
Table 1: Type of electrolyte, operating temperature and fuel for different fuel cells

Type Electrolyte Operating

temperature, 8C

Fuel Applications

AFC KOH 50–200 pure H2 transportation, portable power

PAFC phosphoric acid �220 pure H2 stationary power

PEMFC solid polymer 50–100 pure H2 stationary power, transportation,

portable power

MCFC lithium and potassium

carbonate

�650 H2, CO, CH4, other

hydrocarbons

stationary power

SOFC solid oxide electrolyte 500–1000 H2, CO, CH4, other

hydrocarbons

stationary power, portable power
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Concentration losses are a result of the inability of the
surrounding material to maintain the initial concentration
of the fuel. As the reactant is consumed at the electrode,
the concentration of the surrounding material reduces on
account of the transportation rate of the reactants. This
loss can be quite severe particularly at high current
densities.
Along with the losses, the V–I polarisation curve of the

fuel cell is also dependent on operating temperature.
Figs. 3 and 4 show two different fuel cell curves with the
temperatures of 40 and 8008C, respectively. For low-
temperature fuel cells, the open circuit voltage is lower
than the ideal value, and a region of activation polarisation
is present. Contrarily, the open circuit voltage for a high-
temperature fuel cell is nearly identical to the ideal value
and almost no region of activation polarisation is acquired.

2 Power electronics interface requirements

Currently, no standard output voltage rating for fuel cells has
been established. Most of the present fuel cell stack modules
produce an output voltage in the range 24–150 VDC.
However, the large number of applications in which fuel

Fig. 3 Cell voltage for a low-temperature air pressure fuel cell [2]

Fig. 4 Voltage of an SOFC operating at about 800 8C [2]
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cells can be implemented necessitates that a power elec-
tronics interface be present. This interface should:

† control the fuel cell voltage
† convert the fuel cell output to the appropriate type and
magnitude
† deliver a high power factor (grid applications)
† provide little to no harmonics
† operate efficiently under all conditions and
† add little to the cost of the overall system.

The power electronics interface for fuel cells often utilise
DC–DC boost converters and inverters to boost the fuel cell
voltage and convert the DC voltage to AC as seen in Fig. 5.
The expectations from the boost converter, in addition to
boosting the fuel cell voltage, are regulation of the inverter
input voltage and electrical isolation of the low- and high-
voltage circuits. The inverter need only convert the DC to
AC with reasonable harmonic elimination and can either
be single, dual, or three phase depending on the application.
Single- and dual-phase inverters are used for residential
applications, whereas three-phase inverters are
implemented in industrial applications and in centralised
power generation.
Another topology that is possible, but rarely capitalised,

is that of Fig. 6. This topology neglects the use of DC–
DC converters and instead relies on a transformer at the
output of the inverter to boost the voltage. The advantage
in exercising a DC–DC converter over this topology is
2-fold: size and cost. A transformer capable of boosting to
a high voltage is significantly bulky and very costly.
The following sections discuss the specific fuel cell

restrictions and possible methods for power converters to
cope with these requirements.

2.1 No regeneration/reverse current

Fuel cells, in general, cannot accept current. Therefore to
obstruct current flow to the fuel cell, a diode DFC can be
inserted in series with the fuel cell module as seen in

Fig. 5 Fuel cell power electronics interface block diagram for
residential applications [4]

Fig. 6 Fuel cell power electronics interface block diagram for
residential applications [7]
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Fig. 7. In regeneration applications, where reverse current
can be expected, a capacitor CDC can be implemented to
absorb the current. Nevertheless, the designer must be cau-
tious in selecting this capacitor and in operating the system
to ensure that the capacitor is not overly stressed.

2.2 Input ripple current

For optimum performance, fuel cells prefer a pure DC load.
Any disturbance on the DC output of the fuel cell can have a
significant impact on the conditions within the fuel cell dif-
fusion layer. Unfortunately, the DC–DC boost converter
connected to the fuel cell can inject ripple onto the fuel
cell. Some of this ripple current can be absorbed through
the addition of a capacitor. However, addition of a capacitor
adds to the cost, size and reliability of the converter.
Fortunately, a study performed in [8] suggests that ripple
currents with frequencies above 400 Hz have minor
impact on the fuel cell’s operation. A ripple factor of less
than 4% for the fuel cell’s output current will have negli-
gible impact on the conditions within the fuel cell diffusion
layer and thus will not severely impact the fuel cell stack
lifetime.

2.3 Secondary energy source

Considering the fuel cell’s slow response, a secondary
energy source is often desired to help maintain bus
voltage during transients and start-up. Lead acid batteries
and ultracapacitors are suitable choices and can be inter-
faced at the output of the fuel cell or at the high-voltage
DC link via a bidirectional DC–DC converter as shown in
Fig. 8. For some applications, this secondary energy
source can also be applied as an active filter, mitigating
load current harmonics, thus decreasing the input current
ripple [8–11].
The application of a second DC–DC bidirectional con-

verter instead of a direct connection of the secondary
energy source to the fuel cell has the benefit of a faster,
more stable response. Fig. 9 shows test results for the

Fig. 7 Fuel cell interface with modifications

Fig. 8 Scheme of the series connection of the ultracapacitor
bank
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start-up of a commercial fuel cell module with no power
conditioning. The first waveform is the signalling switch,
which commands the fuel cell to turn on or off. The
second waveform is the fuel cell’s output voltage. As
evident, the output voltage does not respond instantly but
requires time to reach a steady-state output. This is a
response of the fuel cell powering up the mandatory com-
ponents of operation, the pumps, heat exchangers, fuel pro-
cessing unit and so on, otherwise known as the
balance-of-plant (BOP). Another observation is the slight
dip in the output voltage at 12 s. This slight dip again
arises from the powering of the fuel cell BOP. At approxi-
mately 18 s, a turn-off command is furnished, and the fuel
cell BOP no longer receives power allowing the voltage
to return to no-load voltage and the fuel cell to begin the
turning off process. If there is no external load connected,
the output voltage of the fuel cell decreases slowly
because of no fuel flow and internal losses. The third and
fourth waveforms are the 24 V battery (secondary energy
storage) voltage and current during start-up.
A start-up process for a fuel cell system with the

additional DC–DC bidirectional converter is described in
[9]. Here the high-voltage DC bus is stepped-up by the sec-
ondary energy source. In this manner, the high-voltage DC
bus supplies power to both the load and the fuel cell BOP,
permitting a speedy increase in voltage. When the fuel cell
voltage has finally reached a steady-state output voltage, the
fuel cell takes over supplying power to the BOP.

2.4 Electrical isolation

To protect the fuel cell, electrical isolation between the low-
voltage output of the fuel cell and high-voltage DC link is
deemed necessary, particularly when the difference in
voltage is substantial. Transformers are often incorporated
in DC–DC converters for this reason. A transformer
located at the output of the inverter might also bestow pro-
tection against the possibility of a DC offset at the output of
the inverter.

3 Fuel cell restrictions on power electronics

The power electronics interface also imposes restrictions on
the fuel cell. Power electronics are prone to high losses and

Fig. 9 Test results for the start-up of a fuel cell system
IET Electr. Power Appl., Vol. 1, No. 5, September 2007



failure under high temperature. Although PEMFC and
PAFC fuel cells have operational temperatures as low as
508C, most of the fuel cells operate at temperatures exceed-
ing 2008C. Thus, power electronics devices need to be ther-
mally isolated from the fuel cell modules so that efficient
and reliable operation can be guaranteed.
In addition, for any type of selected power electronics

interface, the voltage gain is often limited and cannot func-
tion beyond a certain point. Hence the designer must ensure
that the fuel cell’s lowest output voltage exceeds some
minimum value imposed by the power electronics interface.

4 DC–DC converters

With the ideologies of fuel cell requirements and operation
examined, DC–DC converters for purposes of power con-
ditioning are now reviewed. The first DC–DC converters
under examination are of the conventional type. These con-
verters are not only implemented in fuel cell applications,
but have also been heavily employed in everyday appli-
cations. Following the discussion of conventional conver-
ters, a section representing DC–DC converter topologies
specifically designed for fuel cell usage is introduced.

4.1 Conventional configurations

The conventional configuration of a DC–DC boost conver-
ter for fuel cell power conditioning is shown in Fig. 10.
Although this configuration is a well-known boost topology,
this design does meet the criteria of electrical isolation.
Moreover, the large variance in magnitude between the
input and output imposes severe stresses on the switch.
A full-bridge converter, as shown in Fig. 11, is the most

frequently implemented circuit configuration for fuel cell
power conditioning when electrical isolation is required.
For electrical isolation and high boost ratio, forward, push-
pull, half-bridge and full-bridge are other options.
Nevertheless, the full-bridge converter is the best for fuel
cell power conditioning, based on the following reasons:

† The full-bridge converter is suitable for high-power
transmission because transistor voltage and current stresses
are not high. Generally, push-pull and forward converters
are not suitable for high-power applications.
† Compared to the half-bridge, both the device current
rating and transformer turns ratio can be reduced by one-half.
† The full-bridge converter has small input and output
current and voltage ripples.
† The full-bridge topology is a favourite topology for zero
voltage switching (ZVS) pulse width modulation (PWM)
techniques [10, 11].

4.2 DC–DC converters for fuel cells

Although conventional DC–DC converters are often
implemented in fuel cell applications, not all of the pro-
blems encountered with fuel cell conditioning have been

Fig. 10 Non-isolated DC–DC boost converter for fuel cell
power conditioning [4]
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resolved. In the following sections, DC–DC converters
designed specifically for application in fuel cell power con-
ditioning are reviewed.

4.2.1 Modified typical DC–DC boost converter:
Several fuel cell power-conditioning systems that are
based on the conventional DC–DC boost converter but
have modified part of the basic topology are discussed
below.

Full-bridge converter with multiple secondary coils. A full-
bridge converter with multiple secondary coils is described
in [12]. As shown in Fig. 12, the topology utilises a transfor-
mer with multiple secondary coils connected in series. This
full-bridge converter topology has the capability to achieve
ZVS allowing for high-efficiency operation. Furthermore, if
the correct control algorithm is implemented, this converter
topology can shift the phase as much as 1808, thus regulat-
ing the output voltage. This converter also has the capability
to operate either under constant-voltage mode or constant-
current affording the designer with flexibility.
To control the amount of voltage gain, the converter uti-

lises electromechanical relays in the transformer secondary
coils that manipulate the transformer turns ratio. Through
this methodology, if the fuel cell’s stack voltage decreases
because of increasing load, a higher transformation ratio
can be chosen to maintain the output voltage.

Soft switching direct converter. A power-conditioning
system with the soft switching direct converter proposed
in [13] is shown in Fig. 13. This power-conditioning
system uses a boost converter, battery, DC/DC converter,
clamp circuit and a three-phase inverter to condition the
power for the fuel cell. The boost converter is employed
to buffer the varying DC voltage from the fuel cell and regu-
late the voltage for the DC/DC converter and battery and
can be of the simple design mentioned in Section 4.1.
The soft switching full-bridge DC/DC converter is com-

posed of two H-bridge converters with an intermediate
high-frequency transformer to boost the voltage to the
appropriate level as seen in Fig. 14. Capacitors placed in

Fig. 11 Isolated DC–DC full-bridge converter for fuel cell
power conditioning [4]

Fig. 12 Full-bridge converter with multiple secondary coils [14]
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Fig. 13 Soft switching direct converter topology
parallel with the MOSFET switches enable the converter to
have ZVS turn-on and zero current switching (ZCS)
turn-off. The application of these soft switching techniques
accredits the converter with a higher efficiency operation.
Moreover, the absence of a DC-link capacitor provides this
topology with a higher power density, but induces more
design consideration for the clamp circuit and less dynamic
response reliability against the traditional capacitor based
DC-link. The full-bridge inverter on the output converts
the output DC of the DC/DC converter and battery to the
appropriate AC type.

Voltage doubler converter. A full-bridge DC/DC converter
with an attached H-bridge inverter is discussed in [15]. As
shown in Fig. 15, the high-voltage side of the full-bridge
converter assumes a controlled voltage doubler circuit
instead of the traditional diode rectifier. The voltage
doubler circuit allows for a reduction in the turns ratio of
the transformer, therein supplying reduced leakage induc-
tance, affording the system with a higher efficiency, and
more simple control. One of the benefits of the voltage
doubler is the control that is imposed on the current wave-
forms on the low-voltage side. This can help alleviate some
of the current ripple problems often associated with DC/DC
converters. In addition, a reduction in one phase leg is poss-
ible because the voltage doubler phase leg and the neutral
phase leg in the PWM inverter are one and the same.
Following the voltage doubler, a high-voltage battery
pack can be inserted to provide transient power for load
dynamics, thus minimising the need for the DC-link capaci-
tor and in turn reducing the cost and size of the fuel cell
power-conditioning system significantly.
This topology has multiple advantages including decreased

voltage/current stress, decreased device count and low cost.
Nevertheless, some complications do exist. Although the
combined voltage doubler phase leg and the neutral phase
leg in the PWM inverter decrease the device count, the con-
trolled voltage doubler circuit, instead of the commonly
used diode rectifier, increases the cost and control complexity.
In addition, the high-voltage battery may be unstable after
long-term use. A low-voltage battery connected with a bidir-
ectional converter may be a more reliable choice.

4.2.2 Push-pull converter: In general, push-pull conver-
ters are not suitable for high-power fuel cell applications

Fig. 14 Soft switching full-bridge DC/DC converter without DC
link [13]
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because of the difficulty to avoid transformer saturation
[15, 16]. Yet, in medium-power fuel cell applications, push-
pull converters have been found to be in use, a 1.5 kW in
[17] and 1 kW in [18]. This is primarily on account of the
reduced conduction losses during operation via the use of
a single switch at any given time. This increases the effi-
ciency of the converter yielding a higher efficiency for the
fuel cell power-conditioning system.

4.2.3 New topologies designed for fuel cell power
conditioning: Multiple new topologies that do not
follow the conventional configurations have been designed
especially for fuel cells. These topologies are covered
below.

High step-up DC–DC converter with coupled-inductor. A
high step-up DC–DC converter with coupled-inductor is
investigated in [19]. This converter, shown in Fig. 16, has
been constructed for PEMFC power conditioning. The con-
verter is composed of three elements: a primary circuit,
devised of a transistor and diode combination Q along
with a coupled inductor L1 that stores energy during the
switch on state; a regenerative snubber circuit, composed
of two diodes, D1 and D2, an inductor, L2, and two capacitors
C1 and C2 that not only uses the stored energy to boost the
voltage, but also provides protection; and a filter circuit,
consisting of a diode D0 and a capacitor C0.
The advantages of this system over conventional power

conditioners are 2-fold. First, experimental results have
shown that this converter is able to achieve a maximum
efficiency of over 96.5%, a higher efficiency than the con-
ventional step-up DC–DC converter. Second, this con-
verter has a large gain. This is an extremely important
aspect as fuel cells tend to have low output voltages.
Another benefit to this design is that the coupled-inductor
prevents voltage drift at the output. This grants the fuel
cell the capability to operate independent of the output
of the converter. However, this converter does have
some disadvantages. Although a snubber circuit has
been added to provide protection to the circuit com-
ponents, no electrical isolation between the input and
output is present. In addition, compared with the basic
boost converter, the component count of this converter
is over two times higher than that of the conventional
DC–DC converter.

Fig. 15 Voltage doubler converter [11]
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Wide input range fuel cell power conditioner. A wide input
range fuel cell power conditioner is shown in Fig. 17 and is
discussed in [20]. This power conditioner is capable of
maintaining a constant output with fluctuations of the fuel
cell voltage from 36 to 60 VDC. This converter maintains
the steady output through the use of two boosting stages
connected in series. A three-level parallel boost converter
steps up the output to 80 V and is deemed as the primary
booster. One of the advantages of using a three-level paral-
lel boost converter is that compared with the conventional
boost converter this converter necessitates a much smaller
inductor to achieve low current ripple. The second stage
is composed of an isolated two-inductor boost converter
and boosts the voltage to the final level [20, 21]. This fuel
cell power conditioner is capable of achieving overall effi-
ciencies of 90% or higher.
The complexity of this power-conditioning system is

relatively high with two transformers and eight switches.
Yet, decreases in the current rating, conduction loss and
increase in overall efficiency can be expected from the
use of the two identical three-level boost converters in par-
allel. In addition, through pre-regulation of the voltage by
the primary converter, improvements in the efficiency of
the high-frequency transformer, simplification in control,
decrease in the current rating of the secondary boost conver-
ter and transformer ratio, and lower overall cost can be
anticipated.

Three-phase transformer isolated DC/DC converter. A
three-phase transformer-isolated phase-shift DC/DC con-
verter is discussed in [22]. This converter, as shown in
Fig. 18, consists of three full-bridge converters connected
to three single-phase transformers. The secondary sides of
the single-phase transformers are connected in Y form to
a three-phase full-bridge rectifier. This Y connection
allows for the boost of the output voltage without an

Fig. 17 Wide input range 5 kW fuel cell power conditioner [20]

Fig. 16 High step-up DC–DC converter with coupled-inductor
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increase in the transformer turns ratio. Furthermore, this
interleaved connection permits the converter to be con-
trolled in a manner such that the phase of their output wave-
forms will be 1208 apart. Another benefit of this connection
is the increase in frequency of the output ripple signal. The
output ripple frequency is six times the switching frequency
of the single-phase inverters granting a significant reduction
in the output filter.
Many advantages for this converter exist and include:

† a reduced per phase root mean square current,
† lower conduction losses,
† high system efficiency,
† low transformer turns ratio,
† reduced size of output filter,
† reduced size of input capacitor,
† zero-voltage zero-current switching over a wide load
range without the need of an auxiliary circuit and
† excellent modularity.

The only unfavourable quality of this converter is the
complexity of the design with a 12-switch soft-switching
control that must be implemented.

4.2.4 Current-fed DC/DC converters: Several
current-fed DC/DC converters are proposed in [16, 23–28].
Fig. 19a represents a conventional current-fed converter
found in [23] with a diode rectifier attached to the secondary
side of a transformer. Fig. 19b, also proposed in [23], is
similar to that of Fig. 19a except for the voltage doubler
circuit located on the secondary side of the transformer.
This allows for a smaller turns ratio on the transformer
and a higher voltage gain with the converter.

Fig. 18 Multiphase DC/DC converter [22]

Fig. 19 Current-fed DC/DC converters [23]
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Table 2: Comparison of different DC–DC converter topologies

DC–DC converter

topology

Components Advantages Disadvantages

conventional boost 1 – capacitor simple control and design no electrical isolation

1 – diode

1 – inductor

1 – transistor

total ¼ 4

conventional

full-bridge

1 – capacitor electrically isolated

6 – diode implements soft switching techniques

(high-efficiency low switch stress)

1 – inductor suitable for high-power transmission

1 – transformer

4 – transistor

total ¼ 13

full-bridge with

secondary coils

1 – capacitor electrically isolated

8 – diode implements soft switching techniques

(high-efficiency low switch stress)

1 – inductor suitable for high-power transmission

3 – relays adjustable transformer ratio (reduced leakage

inductance)

1 – transformer

4 – transistor

total ¼ 18

soft switching direct

converter

1 – capacitor electrically isolated no DC-link capacitor (clamp

required and less dynamic

response)

9 – diode implements soft switching techniques

(high-efficiency low switch stress)

1 – resistor no DC-link capacitor (higher power density)

1 – transformer

8 – transistor

total ¼ 20

voltage doubler 3 – capacitor electrically isolated complex control

6 – diode implements soft switching techniques

(high-efficiency low switch stress)

1 – transformer smaller transformers (reduced leakage

inductance)

6 – transistor reduced current ripple

total ¼ 16

high step-up 3 – capacitor implements snubber circuit for protection not electrically isolated

4 – diode high boost capabilities

2 – coupled inductors

1 – transistor

total ¼ 10

wide input fuel cell

conditioner

5 – capacitor electrically isolated highly complex

8 – diode low current ripple

2 – inductor constant output independent of input

2 – transformer decrease in current rating (lower stress on

switches)

8 – transistor

total ¼ 25

(continued )
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Table 2: Continued

DC–DC converter

topology

Components Advantages Disadvantages

three-phase

transformer-isolated

1 – capacitor electrically isolated highly complex

18 – diode implements soft switching

techniques(high-efficiency low switch stress)

4 – inductor use of delta-Y transformer connection

(additional boost, lower leakage inductance)

3 – transformer high current ripple frequency

12 – transistor modular

total ¼ 38

current-fed 1 – capacitor electrically isolated large inductors required (low

power density)

6 – diode contains voltage doubler (lower requirements of

transformer, lower leakage inductance)

1 – inductor

1 – transformer

4 – transistor

total ¼ 12
Most of the fuel cell power-conditioning systems
implemented are voltage-source full-bridge converters.
Yet, voltage-source inverters necessitate many large elec-
trolyte capacitors to handle the ripple current. Moreover,
the voltage from the fuel cell is actually further reduced
in a voltage-source converter before being boosted by a
transformer. Hence, the actual nature of a voltage-fed full-
bridge converter is a buck converter.
For both these issues, a current-fed full-bridge converter

appears to have better characteristics. In a current-fed full-
bridge converter, the input current, or output current of the
fuel cell, can be smoothed and precisely controlled, and the
actual nature is that of a boost converter. This affords the
current-fed converter with a lower transformer ratio than
the voltage-fed converter for the same step-up level.
Despite the initial appeal of the current-fed DC/DC conver-
ter, current-fed DC/DC converters are difficult to
implement in fuel cell systems. This is predominantly due
to the large inductor size required to meet the high output
current of the fuel cell. This large inductor must also be
charged to the rated current during start-up before the
system can be activated.

4.3 DC–DC converter summary

As with typical designs, tradeoffs exist in choosing the
optimum DC–DC converter. As seen in Table 2, a com-
ponent increase is often necessitated to provide isolation,
soft-switching and other benefits. In choosing a converter
type, the designer must establish the exact requirements of
the fuel cell system in question to determine the most advan-
tageous design. As an example, if no electrical isolation is
required but a low component count and high boost capabili-
ties are necessitated (as often the case for PEMFCs), then the
high step-up converter is the best choice.

5 Inverters

In almost every application, AC power is required demand-
ing the utilisation of an inverter in the power-conditioning
system. Hence, in the following sections several conven-
tional configurations of inverters are reviewed along with
IET Electr. Power Appl., Vol. 1, No. 5, September 2007
an investigation into designs specifically orientated
towards application in power conditioning of fuel cells.

5.1 Conventional configurations

The conventional configurations of an inverter are used in
many applications. In the following sections, the conven-
tional inverter is examined, specifically single-phase, dual-
phase, and three-phase inverters.

5.1.1 Single-phase inverter: For a single-phase inver-
ter, the typical configurations of fuel cell power condition-
ing are full-bridge PWM inverter and half-bridge PWM
inverter. Both designs are simple in nature and have low
component count. However, compared with the half-bridge
converter, the full-bridge inverter has two more switches
adding to the cost while doubling the output voltage
rating. Both these topologies are very well-known configur-
ations and are not shown in this paper.

5.1.2 Dual-phase inverters: Four typical configurations
of dual-phase inverters implemented for fuel cell power con-
ditioning are shown in Figs. 20–23. The simplest configur-
ation is that of Fig. 20 or topology A and consists of a
single bus with two half-bridge inverters. Although this
design is simple and has a low component count, the inverter
might necessitate the use of some very large capacitors

Fig. 20 Single DC bus inverter with split capacitor – topology
A [29]
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because of the low-frequency neutral currents that may
exist [29].
The six-switch, single bus topology (topology B) in Fig. 21

is an improved version of topology A [29]. The control
method of the first and third legs is the same as the first and
second legs of topology A. Conversely, the second leg is con-
trolled to provide an output of VDC/2. Considering the differ-
ent control strategies that are implemented, the carrier
frequency may be different from the second and first and
third legs adding more complexity to the control. The advan-
tage of topology B is the minimisation of passive com-
ponents, including the AC filter and the DC bus capacitors
but comes at the cost of more control effort.
Topology C, as shown in Fig. 22, is composed of two

independent half-bridge converters. Although this adds to
the component count, the modularity of this design is

Fig. 21 Three-wire single phase inverter – topology B [29]

Fig. 22 Dual DC bus inverter – topology C [29]

Fig. 23 Dual phase inverter with transformer – topology D [30]

Fig. 24 Three-phase PWM inverter with LC filter [29]
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much increased. The provision of modularity increases the
reliability and introduces redundancy through the addition
of another circuit [29].
Topology D is composed of a full-bridge inverter with the

output attached to a transformer [30]. The transformer, along
with providing electrical isolation, supplies an additional
boost reducing some of the gain requirements imposed on
the DC–DC converter. Nevertheless, the addition of a trans-
former adds to the cost and size of the inverter.

5.1.3 Three-phase inverters: For a three-phase inverter,
the conventional configuration of fuel cell power condition-
ing is a three-phase PWM inverter with an output LC filter,
as shown in Fig. 24. This converter is simple in nature and
with the filter can provide an adequate AC output.

5.2 Inverter configurations for fuel cells

In the following sections, multiple configurations for fuel
cell power conditioning are reviewed.

Fig. 25 Power-conditioning system with a high-frequency link
inverter [31]

Fig. 26 Power-conditioning system with a Z-source inverter [3]

Fig. 27 LLCC resonant inverter [32]
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Table 3: Comparison of different inverter topologies

Inverter Components Advantages Disadvantages

conventional single-phase

full-bridge

4 – diode simple design and control

4 – transistor

total ¼ 8

dual-phase single DC bus

inverter with split capacitor

4 – capacitors simple design and control

4 – diode two-phase output

2 – inductors

4 – transistor

total ¼ 14

dual-phase three-wire

single-phase inverter

2 – capacitors complex control

6 – diode

2 – inductors

6 – transistor

total ¼ 16

dual-phase dual-DC bus

inverter

6 – capacitors highly modular

4 – diode redundant circuitry (more reliable)

2 – inductors

4 – transistor

total ¼ 16

dual-phase inverter with

transformer

4 – capacitors provides electrical isolation higher cost and size

4 – diode boosting capability

1 – transformer two phase output

4 – transistor

total ¼ 13

conventional three-phase 3 – capacitors simple design and control

6 – diode

3 – inductors

6 – transistor

total ¼ 18

high-frequency link inverter 8 – diode provides electrical isolation highly complex

1 – transformer boosting capability higher cost and size

8 – transistor

total ¼ 17

Z-source 2 – capacitors boosting capability high component stresses

4 – diode

2 – inductors

4 – transistor

total ¼ 12

LLCC resonant inverter 2 – capacitors stable output with little current ripple low power density

4 – diode implements soft switching techniques

(high-efficiency low stresses)

inverter highly dependent on capacitor

and inductor parameters

2 – inductors

4 – transistor

total ¼ 12
5.2.1 High-frequency link inverter: A high-frequency
link inverter for a fuel cell power-conditioning system is
shown in Fig. 25. This inverter uses an AC–AC cyclocon-
verter to first convert the DC to a high-frequency AC and
then modifies this AC to the appropriate frequency and
amplitude. The advantages of using high frequency and a
IET Electr. Power Appl., Vol. 1, No. 5, September 2007
transformer are isolation and voltage boost. Furthermore, iso-
lation allows for a simpler DC–DC converter at the input.
Complexity, size and component cost detract from this

topology. The switching algorithm required to operate this
inverter is complex and the transformer, although designed
for high frequency, consumes space and increases the cost.
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In addition, the viability of this inverter in fuel cell power
conditioning is further reduced as the configuration does
not support modularity [31, 33].

5.2.2 Z-source inverter: A Z-source inverter, as shown
in Fig. 26, is a new topology that uses a half-bridge inverter
with an impedance input. This unique impedance input con-
sists of two small inductors and capacitors interconnected in
the fashion of an X. These capacitors and inductors through
careful control of the switches provide the capability to
boost the voltage of the inverter through temporary
energy storage techniques. In principle, the amplitude of
the output voltage in the Z-source inverter could even
reach infinity. This is an extremely attractive quality par-
ticularly for fuel cell power conditioning, considering that
fuel cell modules have a low output voltage. Another
benefit of this converter is that an additional DC/DC con-
verter is no longer needed, saving in component cost and
complexity. Notwithstanding the disadvantages of this
converter include high current stress on DC link power
devices, high voltage rating of the capacitors in Z-network
and a pulsating DC current in the DC source [34–36].

5.2.3 LLCC resonant inverter: A newly designed
two-inductance two-capacitance (LLCC) resonant inverter
is introduced in [32]. As seen in Fig. 27, the LLCC inverter
incorporates series and parallel combinations of inductors
and capacitors otherwise known as a series-resonant tank
(LS, CS) and parallel-resonant tank (LP, CP) to filter the
voltage, remove some of the ripple current and provide a
stable AC output. A half-bridge inverter converts the DC
signal to AC using PWM with zero-voltage/zero-current
switching. This reduces switching losses, thereby increasing
the efficiency of the converter.
Unfortunately, the two capacitors and inductors increase

the space and cost of the inverter. In addition, this resonant
circuit highly depends on the parameters of the capacitors
and inductances and may be influenced by their variation
with operating conditions.

5.3 Inverter summary

In the previous sections, multiple types of inverter designs
were examined. Table 3 displays some of the advantages
and disadvantages of the inverter topologies discussed. As
with DC–DC converters, added benefits come at the cost
of extra components which increase the cost and size of
the inverter. As an example, consider the Z-source inverter
that adds a boosting capability to the conventional single-
phase full-bridge at the cost of complexity and another
four components, or the LLCC resonant inverter that has a
high efficiency through the implementation of soft switching
techniques by sacrificing device count and power density.

6 Aggregation of multiple fuel cells for
high-voltage/high-power applications [14]

If more power is wanted than what is available from the
standard size fuel cell, then modules need to be aggregated.
There is more than one approach to aggregate numerous
fuel cell modules for high-voltage/high-power applications.
Four different approaches of these architectures are
reviewed, including:

† series,
† DC distribution,
† high frequency AC (HFAC) distribution and
† multilevel architecture.
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6.1 Series architecture

The series architecture, as shown in Fig. 28, simply con-
nects all the fuel cell modules in series and interfaces the
output with a power converter. A diode has been inserted
in between each fuel cell to prevent reverse current. The
power converter can use any of the DC/DC converters
and inverters previously described in this report. As the
cumulative fuel cell module output voltage is enough for
the inverter to produce AC grid level voltages, the DC/
DC converter is used to regulate the DC voltage instead
of boosting voltage. The DC/DC converter can also be
removed and the modulation index of the inverter can be
regulated to get a fixed output AC voltage.
This architecture is the simplest of the topologies to be

covered and is the most commonly used. The main quand-
ary for this architecture is the failure mode. If one fuel cell
module fails (open circuit), the whole system will stop
working.

6.2 DC distribution

A DC bus distribution architecture is shown in Fig. 29.
Each fuel cell module is connected by a separate DC–DC
converter to the common voltage DC-link, which can be
used to feed one or several inverters depending on the
application.

Fig. 29 Block diagram of the DC bus distribution architecture
[18]

Fig. 28 Block diagram of the series architecture [18]
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This architecture is inherently more reliable, as one indi-
vidual fuel cell module’s failure will not affect the whole
system operation. Each subsystem can be designed as an
individual module and stocked as needed. The main
dilemma of this converter is the higher device count. The
addition of a DC–DC converter for every fuel cell multi-
plies the cost by a significant factor. In addition, each
DC–DC converter’s output voltage must be balanced with
the other DC–DC converters to ensure that no circulating
currents are present.
Another possible architecture is shown in Fig. 30, where

a cascaded multilevel DC–DC converter is shown [37].
Each fuel cell has a associated vertical (SV) and a horizontal
(SH) switch. When SH is on and SV is off, the fuel cell
supplies power to the load. On the other hand, if SV is on
and SH is off, then the fuel cell does not supply any
power; thus, it is inhibited. As seen in Fig. 25, if a three-
phase AC output is needed, a three-phase inverter can be

Fig. 31 Block diagram of the HFAC distribution architecture
[18]

Fig. 30 Multilevel DC–DC converter connected to a three-
phase inverter [37]
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connected to the high-voltage DC bus. This inverter will
require a variable modulation index to compensate for the
varying DC-link voltage.

6.3 HFAC distribution architecture

The basic configuration of this architecture can be
implemented through the use of the high-frequency link
inverter discussed in Section 5.2.1 as seen in Fig. 31.
Each fuel cell is connected to a full-bridge inverter that con-
verts the fuel cell DC voltage to a high-frequency AC. This
AC is placed onto a small link and is shared among
other fuel cells and their conditioning systems that are in
parallel. Finally, a cycloconverter converts the high-
frequency link voltage to the appropriate output voltage.
Unfortunately to place the converters in parallel, a strict
control of the high-frequency output of the full-bridge con-
verter must be in place adding severe complexity to this
design.

6.4 Multilevel architecture

There are many variations of multilevel architectures. Here,
the cascaded multilevel inverter is reviewed with one phase
shown in Fig. 32. Each half-bridge converter produces a
pseudo-square wave with zero intervals at different duty
ratios. Once summed, these voltages produce a stepped
output voltage that can be made sinusoidal. Three of these
single-phase voltages can be connected in wye or delta to
form a three-phase supply. Just as with the HFAC distri-
bution architecture, the modulation index of the overall con-
verter needs to be regulated as each individual fuel cell
module’s output voltage will change with load.
The advantages of multilevel converters include modu-

larity, high reliability due to redundant levels, low device
voltage rating and high efficiency because of fundamental
frequency switching. However, several issues complicate
this design including the high number of devices, the high
lower-order harmonics brought on by fundamental fre-
quency switching and the lack of any current ripple
removal support.

7 Conclusions

As one of the most prominent sources of distributed energy
in the future, fuel cells are under consideration for almost
every application including both residential and industrial
power generation. Yet, a power electronics interface must
be incorporated between the fuel cell and output to
provide flexibility due to the inherent restrictions fuel
cells produce, such as low voltage, large voltage variation,

Fig. 32 Phase of a cascaded seven-level inverter [38]
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low efficiency when ripple current is high, slow load step
responsibility and no acceptance of reverse current.
This paper first introduces different types, electrical

characteristics and power electronic requirements of fuel
cells. This is followed by a discussion of the various topol-
ogies of DC–DC boost converters and inverters used for
fuel cells’ power-conditioning system.
Several architectures to aggregate multiple fuel cells for

high-voltage/high-power applications are also reviewed,
including series, DC distribution, HFAC distribution and
multilevel.
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